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COMPARATIVE METHODS IN LIMING FOR SOIL lrEEDS 

No subject connected with the various steps which may be taken to 

increase the productive capacity of soils interests our farmers at the present 

time more than the use of lime. The practice of applying lime, while it has 

always been somev1hat in vogue, has become much more general during the past 

few years than fonnally. This change must on the whole be regarded with favor; 

but there is a possible danger of it being used rather indiscretely. Many fields 

require only small quantities for the most satisfactory growth of crops, while 

medium to very large a.mounts must be applied to others to produce suitable yields. 

To lime wisely the farmer must know the needs of each field. He must have a 

working knowledg~ of how to determine the amount of lilne required. 

Furthermore there are three distinct fonns of lime used in agriculture, 

designated as burnt lime, hydrated lime, and lime carbonate which includes ground 

limestone and the marls. The farmer should knov1 clearly just wbat each of these 

is, their relative cost, and their effects on crop yields when the same amounts 

of calcium oxide are applied to the acre. 

The object of this ex:periment was: 

l. To determine which of the common lime requirement tests was most 

accurate when measured by the crop producing power of acid soils. 

2. To compare burnt lime, ground li.mestone, hydrated lime, and lime marls 

as to their effects on crop yields when the same amounts of calcium oxide were 

applied to the acre. 

The Purpose of Liming. 

The purpose of liming is primarily to sweeten the soil. However, ,there 

are other effects which lime has upon the soil, which ~ay be grouped as follows: 
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l. Modification of soil structure or tilth. 

2. Neutralization of acids a.nd other injurious substances. 

3 •. hleetillg the silicate requirements. 

4. Effect upon the availability of minerals. 

5. Increase the rate of decay of vegetable matter. 

6. Increase the efficiency of fertilizers and manures. 

7. Supply need.ed lime to plants. 

Improvement of the Physical Condition of the Soil. Lime mellows heavy 

and cleyey soils. It does this by flocculating the clay particles, thus 

making the soil more open, porous, less liable to bake a.nd easier to work. Both 

drainage and capillary action are therefore improved, al1d the soil is less 

liable to become compact and to form crusts. It has the opposite effect on 

sandy soils, thus binding the fine particles together thereby ma.king the soil 

more retentative of moisture. 

· Neutralization of Acids and Other Substances Injurious to Plants. '.Then 

plants or the remains of crops decay in the soil, certain acids are formed, 

es?ecially humic acid, from the decay of humus. In fact most cultivated soils 

are slightly acid, and unless these acids are neutralized by a "basett, such 

as lime they may accumulate in sufficient quantity to become injurious to most 

plants. Often adequate drainage wil l improve such soils, but liming is more 

effective since it neutralizes these acids. 11oreover, other injurious substances 

which occur in some soils may be counteracted by the use of lime. 

Meeting the Silicate Requirements. One of the chief effeets 1 o h& ga.i:ned 

from limi:cg the majority of mineral soils is to supply the silicates with lime. 

"It is known that the loss of lime from the soil leaves the silicate 

com:pounds, which compose the major portion o:f the mineral constituents of the 

soil, deficient in lime. This condition is detrimental to plants and is 

popularly spo1:en of as soil acidity or sourness o:f soil". 
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Effect upon the Availability of l~inera.ls. Hearly all soils contain 

some potash in an insoluble form, so th.at plants cannot use it. Lime acts 

upon this insoluble potash, and liberates it, making it available for the b'rowth 

of plants .• 

Much o:f the phosphoric acid in the soil is in combination with iron and 

aluminum, and hence cannot be used by plants . Lime acts upon these c orupounds, 

thus making some of the phosphoric acid available . 

Lime also favors t he production of nitrates o.f_~tash and calcium in 
t 

soils, a±tri:.::%hus: prevents the escape of .ammonia formed by decay in the- soil. 

Increase the Rate of Decay of Vegetable Hatter. The presence of sufficient 

amounts of lime in the soil results in a more rapid decay of vegetable matter. 

This is shovm. by the dark green color of various crops growing on limed land as 

well as by the slightly dell.ayed maturity in some cases . Howeve1·, the use of 

l~ne on the soil without suitable crop rotation and constant renewal of 

vegetable matter by means of barnyard manures, crop residues and green manures 
\ will'result disastrously. On the otcer hand if these precautions are taken the 

lime will be instrumental in increasing crop production enough to meet the 

demands of larger production. Fu.rthermore, the presence of lime in the soil is 

favorable for the development of bacteria that enter the :roots of legur.1es re-

sulting in the fixation of nitrogen from the air. 

Increase the Efficiency of Fertilizers and Manures . The maxim.um returns from 

commercial fertilizers, barnyard and green manures are not obtained when there 

exists one or more conditions such as poor drainage, poor tilth or lack of 

lime, that is unfavorable for crop production. ApJ?lications of lime to many of 

our soils will correct some of these adverse cond.itions . If it were used 

judiciously a more economical use of connnercial fertilizers and manures would 

result . 

SupJ?lY Needed Lime to Plants. Some soils do not contain sufficient lime 

to meet the needs of the crops gxown. This is true esriecially !V'li th such crops 
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as clover or alfalfa, or those crops that remove large quantities of lime 

from the soil. Lime must be added to meet the demands of these crops. 

Lime Reguirement of Different Crops . 

The.kind of plant to be grown determines, mo1~ than aIJ:'3' other factor, 

the amount of lime to apply to the soil . The lime requirement of an acre of 

a given crop plant rather than an acre of soil is, therefore, the i.m:Portant 

consideration. The measure of the acidity of the soil by any practical 

method is useful, but it must be considered in colll:Jectionwith the crop to be 

grown before intelligent suggestions for liming can be given. Absolute 

confidence in the value of a determination of soil acidity by any method should 

be guarded against. 

"Unless one has observed the comparative effect of lime on crops which 

are extremely different, the importance of this consideration is liable to 

receive less emphasis than it should. As examples of pairs of crops which 

are similar in many respects, yet very different in their lime requirements , 

mention may be made of watermelon and muskmelon, blackberries and raspberries, 

apple and quince, turnips and beet, beans and alfalfa, red top and timotpy, 

rye and barley. Under acid soil conditions where no lime would be required 

for the first mentioned of ~ach pair, the requirement for the other may be 

large". It is, therefore, necessary to know the lime requirement of the crop 

to be grown as well as of the soil . 

In this experiment, therefore, too much emphasis should not be placed on 

the value of arry method used in determining the soil acidity. Rape, which has 

a relatively bigh lime requirement, was the only crop grown, and hence the method 

that called :for the largest amount of lime may be expected to give best results. 

If a crop with a lower lime requirement rad been grown the results might be 

different . 
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Methods of Testing for Soil Acidity. 

There is a general impression that a sample of soil may be taken into 

the laboratory and the exact amount of lime needed to correct its acidity 

determined. It is true that a number of method.s have been used extensively 

for this purpose and have ~ielded much valuable information. But as yet no 

method has been devised by which one can determine how much lime it is 

most advantageous to use in the field. Results obtained by the different 

method.s are quite different and consequently the lime requirement of the soil 

y;ill depend largely on the method employed. .E'ollowing are outlines of three 

of the most popular methods used for determining soil aciaity in a quantitative 

way. 

Hopkins 1.[ethod. 

This method is based upon the reaction which occurs i;men solutions of mineral 

salts are added to an acid soil. The organic acids of the soil are very 

difficultly soluble, a.nd it is practically impossible to completely ex~ract 

them from the soil with distilled water, even though large quantities of water 

be percolated through the soil; but when a mineral salt solution is added to 

the soil, the organic acids unite with the mineral base, forming neutral 

humates, ete . and liberating the mineral acid, which is perfectly soluble, and 

whose titratiDg power furnishes a basis for determining the total acidity of the 

soil . 
250 

The details of the method are: Shake 100 grams ~~th/c. c. of five percent 

sodium chloride solution for three hours, and titrate 125 c. c. of the boiled, 

clear filtrate with standard alkali, using phenolphthe lein as indecator{shaking 

by hand every half hour for 12 hours will accomplish the same results) The 

result multiplied by four equals the acidity in terms of c. c. of standard 

alkali required to neutralize 100 gr8I!ls of the soil . 

It is convenient, however, to ha.ve the strength of the alkali ' such that 

l c. c. is equivalent to 3-1/3 mgs. of calcium carbonate, so that the number 
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of cubic centimeters of alkali used in the titration corresponds to the number 

of centigrams of calcium carbonate required to neutralize the acid in 100 

grruns of the soil sampled. In other words, each cubic centimeter of alke.li 

required for the single titration corresponds to one hundredth of one per cent 

of the soil in terms of the calcium carbonate required. From this data the 

exact a.mount of calcium carbonate required to correct the soil acidity is 

readily determined; 56% of this amount gives the amount of burnt lime required, 

and 74% gives the amount of hydrated lime required to correct the soil acidity. 

In i7iley' s discussion of this method he says." The method is very simple in 

execution and for this reason very attractive to the busy chemist. It is not, 

however, a method which detennines the total apparent acidity of a soil, nor 

can it be said that it dete:rmines the acidity injurious to sensitive crops. 

"By this method an approximate determination of the amount of aluminum 

or other acid-salt forming bases dissolved by sodium chlorid.e under the 

cond.i tions of the method. can be secured, and the lime required· to nedltralize 

such.acid salts be calculated. But as different salts and different con-

centrations of the same salts dissolve different quantities of these bases, it 

cannot be assumed from chemical data that lime would act in the same way that 

normal sodium chmori:de do es, nor that the action of sodium chloride is a final 

measure of the lime requirements of soils". 

Veitch Method. 

The underlying principle of the Veitch lime-water method is the excess 

of lime water after neutralization of the soil. acid is converted into carbonates 

and. bicarbot.ates and on boiling giv~s a pink coloration with phenolphthalein. 

It is claimed for this method that it represents the maximum lime requirements of 

a soil. 

':Che details of this method a.re: To three portions of soil, each consisting 

of as many grams as the standard lime-water contains tenths milligram of 

calcium oxide per cubic centimeter, add from fifty to sixty C. C. of di stilled 
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water and dift·erent amounts of standard lime-water. l"or exam1)le, to the 

first add 10 c. c., to the second 20 c. c., and to the third 30 c. c. of 

lime-water. Eva orate the solution to dryne$S on the water bath. Then 

wash it into an Erlenmeyer flask with 100 c. c. of distilled water and allow 

it to stand 15 hours with occasional shaking. Then pipet 50 c. c. off, 

taking care not to disturb the soil, place in a Rena beaker, add 1 c. c. 

phenolphthalein, and boil until a pink color appears, or to 5 c. c. if no 

color appears. Then with tv;o portions of treated soils, one of which has 

been made alkaline by the lime-water and the other of which is still acid, 

as guides, prepare three fresh portions of ten grams each and ad.d lime-water 

as be-tore, except that the amount added to one dish differs from that added 

to another by one or two c. c. Go through the above process exactly as 

before. The smallest amount of lL~e water which gives the characteristic 

pink color is taken as the acid equivalent of the soil. Each c. c. of 

standard lime water is equivalent to an acidity of 0.01 percent expressed as 

calcium oxide. 

This m: thod is considered. very reliable in detennining the lime 

requirements of soils, but it is too long and tedius to be used where a 

large number of determinatioIJ.s have to be made~ 

Jones Method . 

The underlying principle of this method is the formation of acetic 

acid from calcium acetate when it is rubbed in a mortar vrith a definite amount 

of soil. Hill, of the Virginia .. .....,ricultural Experiment Station states in 

regard to the accuracy of this method: "In the soil investigations carried 

on a.t this station, with soils of limestone derivation, the Jones method 

has [iven entirely satisfactory results and on fields, to which applications 

of lime had been made, based on laboratory results, the yields have been 

materially increased. 
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"The Jones mf,thod, aside from its value as an indicator of the soil's 

need of lime, shows with a fair degree of accuracy, differences in lime 

require"nent resulting from the application of acid. phosphate over a period 

of yea.rs". 

This method app1·oaches very nearly to vrnat probably takes place in the 

soil; it is capable of showing very slight differences in soil acidity; 

ana is simple and the most rapid method for determining soil acidity. 

Jones has worked out two method.s for a.etermining the soil acidity and 

the lime require1r1ents of soils; the laboratory method and the field method, 

both of which g ive practically the same results. 

Standard Jones Method: To 5.6 gra~s soil . is added 0.5 gram calcium 

acetate and the mixture p laced in a mortar and mixed vtlth pestle. Sufficient 

·water is added to make a fairly stiff paste. After which it is pestled for 

20 seconds, 30 c. c. water is added and the mixing is continued for 30 

seconds longer. It is t hen washed into a 200 c. c. flask, care being taken 

to keep the bulk down to about 160 c. c. It is allowed. to stand with 

occasional shaking for 15 minutes. It is made up to bulk of 200 c. c., mixed 

and. filtered through a dry filter. 100 c. c. of the clear filtrate is 

titrated usin$ phenolphtha lein as an indicator with N/10 sodium hydroxide. 

This reading times two g ives the cubic centimeters of N/10 alkali required 

to neutralize the acetic acid in 200 c. c. of the solution. This figure 

multiplied by the factor 1.8 multiplied by 1000 equals the pounds of 

calcium oxide required per 2000,000 of soil. 

This method is extremely rapid. One man can make 50 determinations in 

a day easily. 

Field ilethod: Take 5 . 6 grams, transfer to 200 c. c . flask, add 0 . 5 

z,rams calcium acetate and 150 c . c. distilled water . llix thoroughly and l et 

stand 15 minutes , shaking at intervals of two or three minutes . Malce up to 
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volume of 200 c. c . , mi:x: thoroUf;hly and filter into a suitable flask . 

Discard the first lOto 15 c. c. of filtrate which may pe cloudy . Titrate 

100 c. c . of the clear filtrate, using phenolphtha lein as an indicator 

Vlith 11/10 sodium byd.roxia.etNaOR) 

Note c. c. N/10 NaOH required. Deduct previously aetermined correction 

for the calcium acetate used, and under table heading ( correcte.d titer 100 c. c) 
.• 

note pounds of lime in form desired that corresponds Ii th the corrected titer 

found . .li'or example : lst titer-.40 c. c •• 40 - 20 (correction) : 20. Cp:posite .2C 

you find lime require:...lent of 

720 lbs burnt lL~e 
950 " hydrated lime 

1280 " calcium carbonate. 

The correction for the calci\.lm acetate used is a.eterrnined by making 

the test as outlined above , using . 5 gram calcium acetate v1i thout the addition 

of soil. It should not be over .2 c. c. H/10 NaOR. 

Showing Method for :S.Xpressing the Lime requirements of soils after their 

acidity has been determined* 

Corrected titer Carbonate of lime Burnt lime Hydrated lime . 
100 c. • 
.05 320 180 240 
.10 640 360 480 
.15 960 540 710 
. 20 1280 720 950 
. 25 1600 900 1190 
. 30 1930 1080 1430 
.35 2250 1260 1660 
.40 2570 1440 1900 
.45 2890 1620 2140 
. 50 3210 1800 2380 
. 55 3530 1980 2620 
. 60 3850 2160 2850 
. 65 4180 2340 3090 
. 70 4500 2520 3330 
• 75 4820 2700 3570 
.so 5140 2880 3800 
. 85 5460 3060 4040 
. 90 5780 3260 4280 
. 95 6100 3420 4520 

1 . 00 6420 3600 4760 
*Bul. 19, Virginia Agricultural ExperLment Station. 
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In co ent on the method Jones says: "The field method is not to be 

taken as a modification of the original procedure, as the laboratory method 

with the use of mortor and pestle is preferable for investiga'j;ional work". 

Hill of the Virginia .Agricu.ltural Experiment Station says: "The author 

has intended the field procedure for the use of field agents and others less 

favorably supplied with chemical apparatus and laboratories. 'l'he results by 

both procedures indicate that there is no great difference in the two methods" 

Forms of Lime 

There are three lime compounds vihich are used for agxicultural purposes. 

They are lime oxide lCaO), commonly called burnt lime; the lime hydrate 

(Ca(OH2) ) k:nomi as water slaked lime, and the lime carbonate (CaCOS) such as 

ground limestone and the marls. Owing to differences in the mocecular weights 

of these compounds it requires more of some fonns than of others to supply 

the same amount of calcium • 

. "fnen pure limestone or marl is burned 100 pounds of the d:ry stone gives 

off 44 pounds of carbon dioxide gas, leaving 56 pounds of lime oxide, or burnt 

lime. When the 56 pounds of burnt lime is moistened it takes up 18 pounds of 

water and forms 74 pounds of hydrated lime. It is evident then that 56 pounds 

of burnt lime, 74 pounds of hydrated lime and 100 pounds of limestone or 

marl have the s~~e power to satisfy the needs of the soil. Then in actual 

use one ton of burnt lime should give practically the same results as one 

and a half tons of by·drated lime, or two tons of either limestone or marl . 

However, some of these forms are much more ,soluble than otpers and consequently 

react with the soil more quickly. It is, therefore, not necessary to use the 

more soluble fonns in as large proportion. 

Befor e buying limestone or marl the composition of the material should 

be known because the calcium content varies treatly. The calcium of marl and 

limestone varies from 5 or 10 to 90 or 95 percent in different samples and of 

course the percent of calcium determines its value. 
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There is also considerable diffe1·ence of opinion regarding the fineness 

to which limestone should be ground. The experi.ments which have been made 

in comparing limestone pulverized to different degress of fineness indicate 

that it is the fine dust, that is, the part which will pass a sixty to one 

hundred mesh sieve, that gives quickest results in sweetening the soil. There 

is, of course, some immediate effect of the coarser material but this is 

slight. Experimental evidence indicates that it is safe to estimate the 

proportion of limestone which will pass the forty mesh sieve as representing 

the amount 'Which is active during the first year. Consequently in using 

limestone it is of interest to know the percentages of the various grades of 

particles composing it. A ground limestone which will pass a ten mesh sieve 

will contain from 20 to 40 percent passing a hundred mesh sieve, or from 

50 to 60 percent passing a forty mesh sieve. A ground limestone which is so 

coarse that it passes but a four mesh sieve will contain only 10 to 20 

percent that will pass a hundred mesh sieve, or 20 to 40 percent that will pass 

a forty mesh sieve. It thus contains less immediately active material. In 

using coarsely ground stone sufficiently large amounts should be applied in 

finer gTound rock, if equally good immediate returns are to be expected. 

Since coarse material m~ be produced more cheaply, and since the coarser 

portion will have an effect in time, it is often economical to apply large 

quantities of the coarsely grouna. stone. However, this depends entirely on 

the relative costs of t he coarse and fine material spread on the la;nd and these 

costs vary so much with conditions th.at no definite statement can be made. 

Method of Procedure 

The lime requirements of two soil types were determined by three of the 

most popular methods for determining the lime requirements of soils, namely: 

Hopkins L:ethod, Jones Method, and. Veitch Method . Soil of the two types tested 

was placed in greenhouse pots 12 inches square and 4 inches deep, and lime 

applied to different groups of pots in sufficient quantities to meet the lime 
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requirements as indicated by the different methods . 

One series of pots was limed with ground lime stone, one ·with burnt 

lime , one with hydrated lime, and one with precipitated marl , the same 

amount of calcium oxio.e beinb useo. for all pots in the same series. All 

forms of lLme was ground so that it would pass through a hundred mesh sieve . 

The a.mount of lime applied was figured on the basis of 3000000 pounds soil to 

the acre foot . All treatments were thoroughly mixed with the proper weight . . 

of soil before the po ts were filled. 

Two radically different types of acid soils were used in the tests. One 

was a gray-colored heavy loam, which puddled easily and was therefore 

difficult to handle, but which had been in grass for many years, and hence 

had a fair supply of available plant food . The other soil was a common sandy 

loam, in 'OOd mechanical condition, but slightly impoYerished by long-continued 

cropping in corn and tobacco . 

Two crops of rape were grov1n as an indication of productivity. The 

first crop was sown Janua~J 18th. After germination the seedline;s ' re thinned 

so that twelve plants were left per pot. All pots receiv&d exactly the sa..rne 

treatnent e:;~cept that varying a.mounts and forms of lime ;ere used. Conditions 

were as near like field conditions as it was possible to ma.lee them in a 

greenhouse . The first crop \7as harvestE::d Harch 22 . The second. crop was planted 

:farch 23, and harvested Mey 17 . 

The following table gives the arrangement ~nd treatment of the p ots , 

together ;1i th the soil acid.i ties found by the different methods at the 

beginning of the test, als o the yields in gTams and the percentage of 

increase over the check. 
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Pot No. Soil Type Method of Treatment I Lime per acre First Crou Second Crop ·-tee ting. libs . Height in P~rc:mt of Weight in Pircent of 

gra'US incr•~~ Sit ov<:>r griiJllS increase 
·---- 448 

check oviar check 
l He~vy silt Hopkins Burnt lime 68.2 11. 7 52 .. 9 -9.1 

loe.m 
2 II " H:vdrated lime i;q2 66.s g,,7 6o.o 3.1 
1 " " Ground limestona 800 62.0 l.6 66.o n.4 --4 II II PreciEitated rAW..rl 800 Gr; , CJ 7.1) 67.4 15.G • • 

---5 " Jones Burnt ~i~.!_ .. 1260 76.IJ 211.4 I4.o 27.l 
6 11 II .Hydrated Limo 16~1) 72.8 19.5 6g~ 20.0 
7 II ti Ground limestone 22110 68.0 11.!6 70.'i 21.l 
8 11 II Preo1Q..!tatGd Ma.rl 221=\0 6g.2 13.5 7~ 26.l 
0 II Veitch I Burnt Limo 1200 14.o _ 21.5 63.'3 17.~ _, -10 II II H:vdra ted li:ne 1~86 _54.5 --*c .. i:: 11.0 22.0 __ u_ II II Ground Limestone 2143 7l. "Z i1;1 72.li 24.6 --

2143 69.4 12 " II Pr~QiEitated ma.rl ~ 14.o 70.8 21.6 
l~ " Check Check Check 6o.9 Chock ')$,2 Check --=..L--

224 14 S;.ng.f Lomn H~ne Burnt Lime 48.0 14. ~ iJl.O 10.6 
1'5 II II Hvdrated limt 2g6 4-z.4 ;, ~ 4q.; 6.9 
16 It 11 Gromd limestone lJM -;q.o ... 7 al 49.0 bt2 
11 II tt Precitli tated ma.rl 4oo 44.2 5.2 47.~ -:s.4 
18 II Jones Burnt Lim• 720 110. 'i ig,g '11. 3 115.6 
iq " " Hvdra tad Lime qr.:;1 '10.8 20.0 49.2 6.7 
20 II II Ground Limes tone 1285 . 47.0 ll.9 f54.r.:; lg,t;_ 
21 II II Precitl i t2, ted marl 1281) 49.l 17.0 r.:;7 .i:; 24.7 
22 n Veitch Burnt LiIH 700 I 48.0 14.-:s 47.2 2.4 

' 23 ti II Hvdra ted lim• g2r.:; 4s.-; 11) .0 'i8.4 ~16.7-
. 24 II " Ground Limestone 12~0 47.l 12.0 56.o 21.7 

2i:; ti II Precipi t.ated marl l_2..5Q 46.~ io.o 54.2 11.6 
26 " -· 04. ~g_l;_ -- . 0heck Check 42.0 ·Chock 46.o Check 

. . 

. -

- --- .. - --" - -J ~--~-~- ---- - - -: __ - -==-=-----~--'-'--------"'-



~'he dirterent kinds of lime seemed to cause very little difference in the 

general appearance o-r the crop. .t:t6wever, the larger amounts of lime produced a 

better leaf and stem development and gave to the plants a more healthy luxuriant 

dark green color than did the smaller amounts. Where lime was lacking in the soil, 

the plants did not grow large and usually had a poor color. 

Conclusion. 

J1eslllts of the experiment given in the preceding table seem to indicate that 

the method of determining soil acidity which calls for the large amount of lime is 

most accurate when measured by the crop producing power of acid. soils. However, 

this :fact may not be true when a crop is grown which ha.s a relatively low lime 

requirement. 

~he Hopkins method of testing is easily performed, bu.t it gives such a low re-

quirement that field results do not justify the use of lime according to the in-

dications or this test. 4 he Jones and Veitch methods give nearly the same require-

ments. · ~he Veitch method, though quite reliable, is long and tedius. 4he Jone1 

method is rapid, slightly higher tha.n the Veitch method, am applications of lime 

by its use gave better results than by either ot· the other methods. 

:...:he .ionea method is, therefore, recormnended as the best method for estimat-

ing so 11 acidity, because it is rapid, easily conducted am gives best results when 

measured by the crop produo ing power of' acid s ai. la. 

with co?Iparatively few exceptions, all f'orms of lime reSlllted in an increased 

crop yield over the check plots, the only exceptioc..s being plots 10 and 16 in the 

first or op, a?ld 1 nd 23 in the second crop which fell below the cheek. However, 

fran the figures in the preceding table it is evident that there is no very great 

dift·erence in the results 10 far as the dif1·erent i'orms of lime are concerned. In 

the iirst c~p the difi'erenee in yield is in favor of burnt lime, with hydrated 

lime ranking second, marl third, and ground limestone fourth. In the second crop 

ground limestone and mrl gave the best and about lhe same average yields, with 

burnt lime ranking seco?l<l, and hydrated lime third. ~his indicates that the best 
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immediate results rray be expected 1·rom the use of burnt lime and hydrated lime, 

while marl and ground limestone are more lasting , and give better results for a 

longer period. 

'.J.'he value of the total increasea yield on the limed plots, with the exception 

of plots numbers l, 10, 16, and 23, as eompared with the yield on the check plots 

varies from 1.6 % to 27.1 ~ over the value of the yield on the ob.eek plots. And in 

the majority of cases the increased value is suff'ic1&nt to justify the use of lime 

ae indicated by the tests. 

hom these restllts it seems that the kind ot' lime to use should be determiIJed 

almost entirely by the kind which gives the grea test sweetening power :t'or • dollar 

invested. In order to determine this 1 t mu.st be remembered that 100 pounds ground 

liwestone or marl is required· to equal 74 pounds of hydrated lime, or b6 pounds 

of bumt lime, where all are made from a good quality of high grade calcium lime-

stone. With a delivered price on each, one can figure the cheapest form in terms 

of sweetening power me:ill hauled and spread. It will probably be found however, 

that ground limestone wi 11 be the cheapest f'orm to apply in most local i tie a. 
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